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MINING AMENDMENT BILL 2001 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 14 November 2001. 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [11.19 am]:  This Bill does not 
involve the same degree of passion as the previous topic, so the House will probably adopt a different approach - 
at least for a few moments.   

This Bill has been around for some time.  It is an amalgamation of a number of different proposals taken by me, 
as the Minister for Mines, to Cabinet and agreed to over a period.  For the information of members who have 
been critical of the process, it is important to understand that amendments to the Mining Act are often of a 
technical or practical nature and do not involve questions of policy.  They are amendments recommended by the 
Mining Industry Liaison Committee - MILC - which is an organisation comprising industry members and the 
department.  That committee regularly makes recommendations on amendments that are necessary to the Mining 
Act, as I said, of a technical or practical nature.  Often these amendments are quite small and it is not appropriate 
to bring a Bill to Parliament every time a small amendment to the Mining Act is proposed.  Therefore, over time 
a number of these recommendations come through the MILC process, go to Cabinet for endorsement and then 
reside with parliamentary counsel for a period while a number of other similar amendments are also considered.  
After a period, when there are enough amendments, or a degree of urgency attaches to any amendments, a Bill is 
created, goes through the cabinet process and comes to Parliament.  The Mining Amendment Bill 2001 is one of 
those Bills.  It was made up of a number of recommendations from the MILC process over a period, 
amalgamated into a Bill and brought to Parliament in October 2001.   

I do not propose to go through all the provisions of the Bill.  The reasons for the various amendments are clearly 
outlined in the second reading speech and in the explanatory memorandum.  As I said, they are not matters of 
great importance in policy terms; they relate to the basic administration of the Mining Act.  In that sense, there is 
no great need to have a long debate on this Bill. 

That would have been the end of my speech if it had not been for the Auditor General’s report released the other 
day.  I suspect a number of people who work in the department would not agree with the findings of the Auditor 
General.  Perhaps I need not say this, but I will say it anyway.  The Auditor General pronounces on many things 
and those pronouncements are a little like the tablets from the mount: they are regarded as factual and correct 
and nobody is entitled to argue them.  On a number of occasions over the years, the Auditor General has made 
comments and pronouncements on issues that can be argued; however, nobody is ever game to argue them 
because in Australia when an Auditor General says something, it is correct and anybody who argues against him 
is trying to cover up a corrupt, improper or incorrect action. 

I suspect this particular Auditor General’s report is not supported by the department and the officers who work in 
the department.  I was fortunate to spend four years as Minister for Mines and I believe that the Department of 
Mineral and Petroleum Resources - formerly the Department of Minerals and Energy - is a highly professional 
department.  I was very impressed by the capacity, capability and dedication of virtually all the officers of that 
department.  It is generally recognised by the industry that the department does an excellent job.  I believe, 
therefore, that the Auditor General’s report over-exaggerates some of the problems that are being experienced by 
the department because they are problems that relate more to legislative and policy issues than to the 
management and administration of the organisation.  On page 13 of the report under the heading “Level Pegging: 
Managing Mineral Titles in Western Australia”, the Auditor General draws attention to the fact that a number of 
amendments to the Mining Act have been recommended over time, that they are before Parliament and that the 
amendments he lists on page 14 of the report began the process way back in November 1996. 

This Bill contains recommendations that began in 1996, progressed through to 1998 and were approved by 
Cabinet at various times in that two-year period.  There is an implied criticism of the process in the Auditor 
General’s report and, in a sense, he is right when we acknowledge that this Bill came to this House in November 
last year.  The Bill has, therefore, been sitting in this place since November last year and could have been dealt 
with if the Government had given it priority.  The Auditor General has drawn our attention to the fact that the 
Bill’s legislative program has been slow, to say the least, and in that sense I agree with him.  However, there are 
reasons for that and they have nothing to do with the Opposition. 

I was, therefore, a little irritated to say the least when the Minister for State Development, in a speech to the 
Association of Mining and Exploration Companies just the day before yesterday, had the audacity to say that this 
legislation has not been progressed in the Legislative Council because of the Opposition and that the Opposition 
had determined that the Bill would not be debated.  Similarly, I read in the Kalgoorlie Miner an article, again 
referring to comments made by the minister, indicating that upper House members of the Opposition were 
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responsible for the delays in dealing with this Bill.  I can understand the minister wanting to blame somebody 
when the Auditor General draws to his attention problems relating to his agency.  However, I make it very clear 
that I told the Leader of the House when this Bill came to the Parliament that we had no problems with it, we 
would support it and we would deal with it.  I was, in fact, responsible for most of it.  Why would we not be 
prepared to progress it quickly? 

The same applies to the Mines Safety and Inspection Amendment Bill 2001, which is also before the House.  
The Opposition has always held the view that the legislation would be progressed and we would deal with it the 
moment the Government brought it into Parliament.  Since those days, it transpires the Government has 
determined its priorities.  We have talked about this matter at some length.  The Government’s priorities have 
been a decision to change the electoral system, which was significant legislation and which by its very nature 
required and provoked a huge amount of debate.  The second Bill, the Acts Amendment (Lesbian and Gay Law 
Reform) Bill 2001, was a Bill that similarly required and provoked a significant amount of debate and 
consideration.  The third Bill, the Labour Relations Reform Bill 2002, is still in this place and is, again, another 
Bill of such significance that it provoked a huge amount of debate and consideration.  My colleague the shadow 
Attorney General very aptly described those three Bills as skulduggery, buggery and thuggery. 

Hon Kim Chance:  That is alliteration. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  No, it is not alliteration; it is assonance, if my memory serves me correctly from the 
days of my English teaching, and means a repetition of vowels. 

Skulduggery, buggery and thuggery have taken priority over all other legislation in this Chamber.  That is the 
reason that Bills such as the Mining Amendment Bill and the Mines Safety and Inspection Amendment Bill have 
not been dealt with, although they have been sitting in this Chamber since November last year.  I make that very 
clear to the Minister for State Development so that he does not continue to promote the myth that somehow the 
Opposition is responsible for the delay in this legislation.   

I have had to take the action of writing to AMEC and to all of its members, explaining to them that skulduggery, 
buggery and thuggery are more important to the Government than the Mining Amendment Bill.  It is a pity that 
the Minister for State Development, who I think is doing his best in that job, should have to resort to that sort of 
criticism of the Opposition on this legislation, which he knows we support.  As I said a while ago, it is legislation 
that I had taken to Cabinet and which, through an effluxion of time, reached the Parliament after the change of 
Government.   

I also wrote to the Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia and the Association of Mining and 
Exploration Companies when the legislation was presented to Parliament to check their views on this legislation.  
The Chamber replied -  

The Chamber is aware of, and has had input into, the Mines Safety Inspection Amendment Bill 2001 
and the Mining Amendment Bill 2001.  

The Chamber was consulted on the proposed amendments to the Mines Safety Inspection Act (1994) 
through MOSHAB and has no further comment on the proposed amendments.  With reference to the 
Mining Act (1978), the Chamber consulted through the Mining Industry Liaison Committee (MILC) on 
the proposed amendments and again has no further comment.  

AMEC wrote -  

Thank you for your advice of 1st November, 2001 concerning the Bills to amend the Mining Act and the 
Mines Safety and Inspection Act. 

We have perused the information you provided and have found they are on track with the MILC 
Committee’s recommendations, and we are therefore happy to see both Bills passed into legislation. 

As I said, the MILC process, which I think was put in place by the previous Labor Government, is an excellent 
process for making technical or practical amendments or those that involve the administration of the Mining Act.  
That process means that the various industry groups and the government department can meet on a regular basis 
and collectively work out the amendments that are necessary and which are not of a policy or political nature.  
That leads to regular updating of the Mining Act 1978.  A number of amendments have been brought forward 
through the MILC process over the years.  This is another of those amendments.   

I do not propose to go through all the clauses of the Bill.  The Bill brings the Mining Act up-to-date and makes it 
a more useable piece of legislation from the point of view of industry and the department.  I indicate to the 
House that the Opposition supports the legislation.  As I said, we were keen for it to be passed in November last 
year.  We are equally keen to pass it in June this year.  
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HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [11.32 am]:  I also will not spend much time going through 
issues on a clause-by-clause basis.  I have negotiated with the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister 
for State Development and the minister’s advisers on a couple of areas of concern.   
I will respond to comments made by the Leader of the Opposition.  He would probably be aware that, over a 
considerable period, I have been concerned about the whole idea of use it or lose it.  The Auditor General’s 
report, to which the Leader of the Opposition referred, clearly identified that he also has concerns about the 
exemptions and the whole notion of how they are applied.  According to the summary sheet, it appears that only 
11 per cent of titleholders provide the Department of Mineral and Petroleum Resources with information 
sufficient to demonstrate that at least the minimum amount of expenditure is made in exploration mining activity 
each year.  This has been of considerable concern because the exemption process has led to a number of 
corporations becoming de facto owners, so to speak, of crown land.  As a result, the Greens (WA) have always 
been of the opinion that, if the mining industry is to expand and come to the forefront of development, we need 
to make sure that people who want to use the land for mining be allowed to access that land, and that it not be 
held in perpetuity by corporations through the expenditure exemption provision.  As the honourable member 
opposite has identified, the legislation came before us in November last year.  We indicated that we would 
support not only this legislation, but also the introduction, as soon as possible, of the mines safety and inspection 
legislation.   
The Greens (WA) support the increased level of penalties for breaches of the Act that relate to environmental 
issues, as outlined in this legislation.  We support the strengthening of the existing provisions that prevent related 
persons or related corporations from getting access to tenements ad nauseam.  Tenements were continually being 
held within related corporations or related families because of the knowledge they had of the expiry of the 
tenement provisions, which stopped people from plainting and those sorts of things, which was a legitimate 
ability.  We support the changes in procedures to allow prospectors advance notice of the release of ground 
compulsorily surrendered for exploration licences.  We support the reversion of the special prospecting licence 
application to a normal prospecting licence application should the tenement become available.   
The issues with which the Greens (WA) had some concern, and which I understand the parliamentary secretary 
will identify in his response as issues that will be addressed, were, firstly, in the area of allowing multiple mining 
tenements on a single exemption form.  The Greens (WA) raised the concern that although the tenements can 
come forward in a single exemption form, the exemptions must still apply to each lease.  This issue involved 
Hancock in the early days, when his leases were taken off him because, at that time, he put all his expenditure 
into one lease.  We are still of the view that expenditure must be across all leases to get the appropriate level of 
expenditure provisions and, thereby, not enabling applications for exemption.  I understand that the 
parliamentary secretary will mention that.   
The other area of concern was the amendment to section 20 to bring it in line with section 29, which deals with 
private land.  Section 20 deals with vacant crown, pastoral or farming land and relates to the distance one can 
mine below the surface of areas which are under crop or on which there are stockyards, gardens, cultivating 
fields, airstrips, plantations, cemeteries and other items.  Section 29, the parallel provision, which deals with 
freehold, states -  

Except with the consent in writing of the owner and the occupier - 
Obviously, with vacant crown land, on the whole that would not apply.  However, we wanted to make it clear 
that if changes are made to section 20 of the Act to bring it in line with section 29, those pastoralists or holders 
of graveyards and burial sites should at least be advised of the intent to mine within 30 metres, underground, of 
their activity.  The impact of the mining industry on pastoral activities was raised at the Carnarvon muster as a 
contentious issue.  I hope that the parliamentary secretary will be able to allude to a notice of intent to carry out 
the activity to mine between the original definition of 100 metres and the proposed definition of 30 metres to the 
land-holders or lessees of such property.  Within that context, the Greens (WA) will support this legislation on 
the understanding that the parliamentary secretary, on behalf of the minister, will identify that either that notice 
will take place under the current Act and regime or, if it does not take place, that regulations will be introduced 
to ensure that such notice will be the case. 

HON JOHN FISCHER (Mining and Pastoral) [11.41 am]:  Although One Nation does not have any major 
concerns with the main points of this Bill, I feel that the Government is wasting our time presenting it in its 
current form.  The reason is that the Act is very old.  The Act came into being in 1978, and an awful lot of water 
has passed under the bridge since then.  Mining has changed dramatically in that time.  In those days, we hardly 
ever heard the terms sustainable development, native title, downstream processing, value adding etc; it was dig it 
up and ship it offshore.  During the 1980s, explorers wanting to get a quick look at what was going on under the 
soil would dig costeans all over the goldfields.  Fortunately, those days have gone, and modern explorers 
exercise a different and a greater degree of care with the environment than explorers once did.  Nowadays they 
are considerably more accountable for their actions.   
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Since the current Government came to power, it has gone a long way in looking at the problems the mining 
industry is facing.  It is to the Government’s credit that it has instigated a number of reviews and task forces to 
look at the problems of the Mining Act, native title issues and the problems associated with project approvals.  
The final reports and recommendations from these reviews have only recently come out.  In addition to that, the 
Auditor General’s report “Level Pegging: Managing Mineral Titles in Western Australia” was released a short 
time ago adding further dimension to these issues.  At present, the Minister for State Development is conducting 
a review into the declining level of exploration expenditure in this State.  The Auditor General, in the level 
pegging report, makes the comment -  

Despite ongoing consultation with industry to maintain the relevance of the Mining Act 1978 many 
proposed legislative amendments have yet to be enacted.  Some of these proposals date back as far as 
1996.  

During the past five years, the Mining Industry Liaison Committee has proposed 29 amendments to the Act, and 
all have been approved by Cabinet; six have been enacted by Parliament, 15 are included in the Bill before us 
and the remaining eight are to be included in a future Bill.   

What about the recommendations that will flow from these reviews - that is, the Wand review, the technical task 
force, the project development approval system review and the recent findings of the Auditor General in the 
current exploration review?  One must ask whether they will sit around for another six or seven years and 
whether they will be relevant by the time they are brought before Parliament.  Even by making a few 
amendments, as One Nation is proposing to do with this Bill, we still have to address the major concerns with 
the Act.  Several major problems with the Act will not be resolved with this Bill.  For example, after five years, 
exploration licences either expire or have to become mining leases.  When a company applies for a mining lease 
it is always held up in the Native Title Tribunal.  In fact, 11 000 applications are being held up in the Native Title 
Tribunal.  Very few of these applications relate to leases on which a definable deposit will be mined, and most 
leases are required only for exploration.  Exploration licences need to be extended beyond the current five-year 
term.  Mining leases should be resolved solely for bone fide mining operations.  These two changes to the Act 
will go a long way towards reducing the backlog of titles awaiting native title determination.  Of the 1 798 lease 
applications in the first half of 2000, only 20 per cent had been granted by October 2001 and only 50 per cent 
had made it to the Native Title Tribunal.  They are certainly travelling at a snail’s pace.  Native title claims affect 
95 per cent of mineral title applications and can add from four to 19 months on the approval time.  It is no 
wonder that exploration is declining in this State.  The latest Australian Bureau of Statistics figures show that 
exploration expenditure is down a further two per cent for the March 2002 quarter.   

While the future of the mining industry slips from our grasp we are tinkering with the problems.  Inevitably, all 
the producing mines in WA will run out of ore, and with three to 10 years between discovery and development 
and declining investment for the past five years, the mining industry is facing a rather precarious situation.  
Globalisation has seen large companies move from exploration to acquisition.  When international companies 
have mined us dry, they will move offshore to greener pastures, leaving this State bereft of royalties.  There is a 
critical need for action.  The time has come; we have tinkered with the Act long enough.   

The right to negotiate that is given to native title groups means that any Aboriginal can lodge a native title claim 
over an area.  Mining companies are forced to negotiate with myriad native title groups, all with conflicting 
needs.  The bone fides of the traditional representatives need to be established before the industry can be 
expected to negotiate an agreement.  The Mining Act should reflect this view.  Prior to the development of 
Murrin Murrin, Anaconda negotiated with 10 overlapping claimant groups.  It was a costly exercise and, quite 
frankly, absurd.  However, because of the immense size of the Murrin Murrin project it was worth obtaining 
agreements with these groups.  However, the cost and the pain involved for companies that simply wish to 
explore ground is not worth it.  For this reason, companies are exploring offshore.  Mining companies pay fees 
and rents on mining lease applications and these are reimbursed if the licence is not approved.  Over $20 million 
is tied up in this; it is money that could be spent on exploration and development.   

Instead of annually adding amendments to the current legislation, we would be better served by reaching 
consensus with the mining industry and rewriting the Act to incorporate the recommendations of all the reviews 
to which I have alluded.  We are making a patchwork quilt of the current Act.  It is obsolete and we should 
replace it with a new Act; one which is in keeping with the reviews and today’s views and which will service the 
industry for several decades.  The amendments that we are considering today are really nothing more than 
bandaids and will do nothing to increase exploration in this State.  Most of the amendments are worthy, but they 
do not address the major issues.  The Government must have the courage to throw out the Act and incorporate 
many of the recommendations that the public has paid for via the various reviews.  A far better result will unfold 
in the long term for the mining industry as a whole. 
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HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [11.49 am]:  I thank members for their 
contributions, particularly those of the Leader of the Opposition.  I will pass on his compliments to the staff at 
the Department of Mineral and Petroleum Resources, and I entirely agree with him.  

A number of members have made reference to the Auditor General’s report alluded to by Hon John Fischer.  
Fifteen of the outstanding matters in the list on page 14 of that report will be addressed by this legislation. 

Hon Robin Chapple raised several issues.  The single exemption issue is about a single exemption application 
form for multiple mining tenements.  I can assure the member that although multiple tenement applications can 
be made on one application, the merits of the exemption application will continue to be assessed for each 
individual mining tenement involved in the group application.  A decision will then be made on a tenement-by-
tenement basis on whether exemption should be granted.  The grouping is solely for ease of administration.  The 
Government considers that the member’s reservations about section 20 of the legislation and the need to notify 
holders of some interest in the land above an underground operation are addressed in the existing legislation.  
Further to our discussions yesterday, the internal procedures of the department ensure that people are notified.  I 
have undertaken to have that matter fully examined.  If necessary, the Government will use the regulation-
making powers under section 162(2) to provide a process for the warden to ensure that the appropriate people are 
notified.  I am fairly confident that that is the existing practice and procedure.  

I thank Hon John Fischer for his comments and I appreciate that we can always do much more.  I agree that a 
range of projects have been on the boil and the Government will seek to progress them.  If that leads to 
legislative changes, I will look forward to his support.  I can assure Hon John Fischer that the Government sees 
the issues he has raised as key priorities.  He has highlighted a number of committees that are investigating 
matters on which a conclusion is imminent.  It is fair to say that all members acknowledge the importance of the 
mining industry to the Western Australian economy and the need to ensure that we have the right legislative 
framework to progress it.   

The member is arguably correct that many issues can be addressed and the various reviews will lead to that, 
including how we can increase exploration in Western Australia.  That will lead to the continuation of a healthy 
industry in Western Australia.  I thank members for their support and commend the Bill to the House.  

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time, and by leave proceeded through remaining stages without debate and passed. 

MINES SAFETY AND INSPECTION AMENDMENT BILL 2001 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 28 November 2001. 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [11.51 am]:  I will save some of 
my comments on some of the speeches about the previous Bill for another occasion.  I believe that 
fundamentally the Mining Act is very good legislation.  Events in other areas have caused the problems; they are 
not problems caused by the Mining Act.  People are nonetheless trying to change the Act.   

The Mines Occupational Safety and Health Advisory Board and the Government have sought to amend this 
legislation to overcome a situation that arose during a court hearing and determination.  It seeks to define a mine 
manager, an underground manager and a quarry manager.  The legislation is to clarify who should take which 
responsibilities on a minesite to ensure that in the event of a safety issue we know exactly who is responsible.  I 
will not go into the details of the court case that led to this amendment other than to say that I supported the 
amendment when I was the Minister for Mines and I am pleased that we are dealing with it; albeit not 
expeditiously.  The Opposition supports the legislation. 

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [11.56 am]:  I rise to mirror the words of the Leader of the 
Opposition in supporting this legislation.  We do so in the hope that the issues to which the Leader of the House 
referred in relation to a person dodging prosecution over an important matter - 

Hon Norman Moore:  That was not quite the case.  He was found not guilty because of the interpretation of the 
Act. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  I will rephrase my statement.  His role was determined to be within a category that 
was not covered by the Act.  The case that the person should not be prosecuted was fought on the basis of a legal 
technicality.  Whether that is dodging something I do not know.  The person was theoretically culpable but 
managed to escape prosecution on the basis of a bad definition in the Act.  The Greens (WA) support this 
broader concept of definitions so that all workers in the mining industry know that their management must take 
due care.  The Greens, therefore, support the legislation. 
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HON JOHN FISCHER (Mining and Pastoral) [11.58 am]:  One Nation agrees with the comments of the Leader 
of the Opposition and supports the legislation. 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [11.58 am]:  I thank members for their 
support of this legislation.  

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time, and by leave proceeded through remaining stages without debate and passed. 
 


